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In his "Orchids of Malaya", Holttum (1964 : 319) lists Dendrobium serpens,

adding to his description that "more information is wanted about this species".

We listed it in "Orchids of Thailand" (Seidenfaden & Smitinand 1960 : 244)
based on Holttum's information that Dendrobium virescens Ridl. should be con-

sidered a synonym, and remarked that the plant was found once in Tomoh in

Peninsular Thailand just north of the Malayan border but we had never ourselves

seen the plant.

In the summer of 1970 Smitinand and I went on an orchid hunting expedition

to the southernmost provinces of Thailand. Among the plants collected near the

border of Malaya at Waeng Forest Station west of Sungai Kolok was a trivial

Dendrobium, which was brought to the hothouses in Copenhagen in the hope that

it would produce the flowers necessary for the identification. No flowers appeared
for years, but when in the spring of 1975 we experimentally raised the average

humidity in the houses, several of the plants showed increased activity, and, in

May 1975 it produced flowers, making it possible to identify it as Dendrobium
serpens by means of Holttum's keys. This led to the small study related below,

giving some bits of the information wanted by Holttum.

During the period of printing of the orchid part of "The Flora of British

India" Hooker f. continued to receive new material, both in the form of new
collections in the field and as drawings, mainly from the Calcutta herbarium. This

necessitated the addition of a supplement to his treatment, found in the sixth

volume of "Flora of British India" containing a lot of important, although too

often overlooked, information.

Among the drawings received from Calcutta was one of a Dendrobium of the

Pedilonum section, said to represent a plant growing at "Rangoon", brought by
Mr. Gilbert, a resident of Moulmein, where he succeeded Parish, and on a more
modest scale tried to take up the work of this great botanist, sending to Europe
herbarium specimens of orchids, often accompanied by sketches of which several

are found in Reichenbach's herbarium in Vienna. In the present case Gilbert must
have sent a living plant, because when Hooker f. received the drawing from
Calcutta, to it was attached a single dried flower, said to have developed in the

Garden at Calcutta in November 1884. As to my knowledge the species has never

turned up in the Pegu area, I feel we must not exclude the possibility that the plant

was not at all found "at Rangoon" but rather, brought up to Rangoon from
Moulmein for shipment to Calcutta. Hooker f. called the plant D. panduriferum.

Another drawing received from Calcutta, made after a plant collected by
Kunstler in Perak and flowering in Calcutta in May 1884, prompted Hooker f.

to describe it as a variety of Gilbert's plant, calling it Dendrobium panduriferum
var. serpens. Of this he evidently got no plant material and had in his description

to rely solely on the drawing. This too he later reproduced (1895:10, PI. 16), at

which time he reached the opinion that the two entities were different enough to

justify considering the Perak plant a separate species, Dendrobium serpens.

Very little information on these two taxa has appeared since. Grant (1895: 108)
copied Hooker f. in his Burma list, while Ridley in his paper on the orchids of
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Fig. 1. Dendrobium serpens (Hk. f.) Hk. f. a. inflorescence from a fresh Thai specimen,
b. flower from the Temengo specimen, c. flower from the type specimen of D. virescens, d.
epichile and e, flower without lip and mentum from the Thai specimen.
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the Malay Peninsula (1896) overlooked Kunstler's Perak plant which he sub-

sequently listed in his "Materials" (1907:47), and, in his "Flora of the Malay
Peninsula" (1924:47) we learn that he had identified one of his own collections

as being Kunstler's plant, giving the locality as Ulu Temengo (= Temengor) on
an island in the Kertai River.

Already in 1896 Ridley had, however, introduced a new taxon, Dendrobium
virescens, based on a collection made by Machado further to the Northwest, at

Tomo (spelled by Ridley as Tomoh) which I believe is on the Thai side of the border

and, in the "Materials" we learn that he had identified a plant collected at Taiping

in Perak by Curtis, —the latter is repeated in the 1924-paper.

In his large monograph on Dendrobium, Kranzlin (1910) lists Dendrobium
virescens and D. panduriferum without adding any new information, he places

them in two different subsections of the Pedilonum-seclion, although they might

be considered conspecific, cfr. below. Dendrobium serpens he choses to consider

a synonym of Reichenbach's Dendrobium ionopus, a plant said by Reichenbach to

have come from Burma. Hooker f. had originally suggested that his var. serpens

could be the same as D. ionopus, but later (1895:11) he indicated that he was
convinced of the contrary; Kranzlin seems to disregard this viewpoint, while both

Ridley and Holttum ignore Kranzlin's opinion.

In response to "more information" sought by Holttum, I got with the kind

assistance of Dr. Chang the available material from Singapore, at the same time

receiving from Vienna the material kept in the Reichenbach herbarium under the

name of Dendrobium ionopus.

There seems no doubt that the recently found Thai plant is identical with both

the Tomo plant which is the type specimen of Dendrobium virescens Ridl. and
with the plants from Ulu Temengo and Taiping. The most characteristic features

are details of the lip, see Fig. 1, There is a half -moon shaped transverse callus at

the base of the epichile at the side of which the edges fold into ears continuing

as longitudinal somewhat converging folds on the blade of the epichile. There is

no fattening on the epichile, the whole of it is of very thin texture, which is not very

clear on the drawings Hooker f. received from Calcutta; based only on these,

Hooker described the blade as "cordate above and below, slightly constricted at

the middle".

When comparing the original drawing which was the only basis for Hooker's
analysis, with the plate published by Hooker of Dendrobium panduriferum it is

important to recall that here the details of the flower are based on Hooker's own
dissection of a flower he received with the habit drawing. It is tempting to suggest

that after moistening or cooking the flower, any folds and ears in the thin material

would vanish, and a lip like the one found in the material we have from Thailand
and Malaya of D. serpens would look pretty much like Hooker's drawing of the

lip of Dendrobium panduriferum, described by Hooker as "deeply constricted with
auricle-like sidelobes", the transversal callus is the same. I am therefore quite

convinced that D. panduriferum and D. serpens are the same species. The only
depiction of a flower in front view in the habit drawing of D. panduriferum (drawn
in India after fresh material) shows, in my opinion, an epichile indistinguishable

from the one shown in the Indian picture of D. serpens, and the other differences

mentioned by Hooker seem not very convincing. I feel, however, that it would be
too hasty to reduce D. serpens to a synonym, perhaps it is safer to wait until fresh

material has been obtained of plants from "Rangoon"; repeating Holttum's words
that "more information is wanted", my preliminary summary on D. serpens
therefore reads as follows:

Dendrobium serpens (Hk. f.) Hk. f., Ann. Bot. Gard. Calc. 5: 10, T. 16, 1895.

—

Ridley 1907:51; idem 1924:47; Holttum 1964: 319; Seidenfaden & Smitinand
1960:244.
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Dendrobium panduriferum var. serpens Hk. f., Fl. Brit. Ind. 6:186, 1890.

Dendrobium virescens Ridl., Journ. Linn. Soc. 32:259, 1896. —F. N. Williams

1904: 368; Ridley 1907:51; Kranzlin 1910:100; Ridley 1924:47.

Dendrobium ionopus auct. non Rchb. f.: Kranzlin 1910: 122 (p.p.)

Distribution: Thailand: Legeh at Tomoh (Macado s.n. SING!, type of Dendrobium
virescens)', Near Waeng Forest Station, Narathiwat 250m (GT 7517 C!).

Malaya: Perak (drawing in Calcutta after a plant sent by Kunstler, type); Ulu
Temengo on an island in Kertai River (Ridley 13303 SING!); Taiping (Curtis

s.n. SING)!); presumably also Karangan, Kedah (Haniff s.n. SING!, insufficient

material).

Now, on Dendrobium ionopus Rchb. f. of which Kranzlin considered Dendro-
bium serpens a synonym:

The material of this taxon in Herb. Reichenbach consists of two sheets. The
one carrying the handwritten original description (No. 41205) contains a single

dissected flower which, under the number 3769, had been sent by Low in November
1882 and said to originate in Burma, further, some rough coloured sketches by
Reichenbach of that flower, and a copy of one of Day's drawings. I later saw the

original of that drawing in Day's rich manuscript collection in Kew, made in

November 1882, and a note gives the same information that it was imported by
Mr. Low from Burma. The other sheet (No. 41204) contains an inflorescence also

sent by Low, with whom it flowered in 1881; it is noted that the collector was
Boxall and that it originated in the Philippines.

The flowers on the two sheets are identical. The most important characteristics

are the two low triangular lateral calli near the edge at the base of the epichile

(these are both in Reichenbach's and Day's drawings coloured dark red-purple),

and the obtuse tooth in the "spur", see Fig. 2. The flower is quite different from
that of D. serpens, and Kranzlin was wrong.

But seeing my sketches of D. ionopus, Dr. Garay called my attention to the

figure of a taxon described in 1908 by Kranzlin as a new species, Dendrobium
epidendropsis, based on one of Loner's plants. This is clearly the same as Low's
plants. D. epidendropsis has later been recorded several times from Luzon.

Here again, it is at hand to be suspicious about the old information. Con-
sidering the general tendency during the later part of the last Century to be less

exact (and often with purpose misleading) on the origin of commercially introduced

plants, I feel convinced that the flower Low sent to Reichenbach and Day in 1882

as "from Burma" is from the same plant or the same consignment as the one sent

a year before as being a Boxall-collection from the Philippines, and I feel we
should exclude the record from Burma.

Finally, I would suggest that the photograph reproduced under the name
Dendrobium O'Brienianum by Davis & Steiner (1952: 120) looks more like

Dendrobium ionopus; Kranzlin's drawing of D. O'Brienianum (1910: Fig. 5 N-O)
has a much more slender mentum, also the photograph shows a pair of dark spots

somewhere at the base of the lip, not mentioned in Kranzlin's colour description,

but, naturally, the photo is not sharp enough for a sure identification.

My knowledge on Dendrobium ionopus could therefore be summarized as

follows

:

Dendrobium ionopus Rchb. f., Gard. Chron. 1882, 2: 808.—

Hooker f. 1890: 732, Grant 1895: 100; Kranzlin 1910: 122. (excl. syn. D. serpens).

Dendrobium epidendropsis Krzl., Orchis 2: 79, Fig. 12, 1908, syn. nov. —Ames
1909: 598; Kranzlin 1910: 106; Ames 1915: 123; idem 1925: 348.
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Fig. 2. Dendrobium ionopus Rchb. f. Type specimen, a. the only mutilated flower, with
dorsal sepal, a petal and part of a lateral sepal missing, lip removed, b. epichile of lip, c.

tooth in mentum.

Dendrobium O'Brienianum auct. non Kranzlin: Davis & Steiner 1952: 120?

Distribution:? Burma: s.n. (Low 3769 Herb. Reichenbach 41205!, type, origin

improbable)

.

Philippines: sine loc. (Boxall s.n. Herb. Reichenbach 41204!; Loher s.n., type of

D. epidendropsis; Lyon 118 and 161, fide Ames); Lamao River, Bataan, Luzon
(Borden 2109 and Elmer 6839, fide Ames); Rizal, Luzon (Ramos 3060, fide

Ames).
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